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We consider the wave equation defined on a smooth bounded domain, Q, with 
a one-dimensional range, non-local feedback operator applied to the Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, and acting on the velocity. The analysis is carried out on the 
space of optimal regularity of the problem, which is L’(R) x H -l(Q). Under 
suitable assumptions, it is shown that the feedback system is strongly stable for 
dim 512 1, but cannot be uniformly stable unless dim R = 1. $ 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 be an open bounded domain in R", n 2 1, with sufficiently smooth 
boundary dQ = r, say of class C ‘, when n 3 2. In Q we consider the wave 
equation 
u,,( t, x) = du( t, x) in (0, T] x Q (l.la) 
u(0, ?I) = u,(x), u,(O, x) = u,(x), in Q (l.lb) 
uIr=f(t, 0) in (0, T] x r, (l.lc) 
where f(t, U) in the Dirichlet boundary conditions is expressed as a 
feedback term of the form (which is motivated by [ 1,2]) 
f(r,~)=(~(A~‘u,(f..)), b+!(.)) g(~)=(+‘u,),., W) g. (l.ld) 
r 
Here and throughout the rest of the paper, ( , ) denotes the (real) f.‘(f)- 
inner product, MI and g are two real nonzero vectors in L*(T), and d/lap is 
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the normal derivative on r. Moreover, A: L2(Q)x 9(A)-+ L.‘(Q) is the 
positive self-adjoint operator Ah = -Ah, Y(A) = H’(Q) n HA(Q). Thus, .4 
has compact resolvent, positive eigenvalues A,,, and its corresponding 
eigenvectors c$,, (i.e., Ad, = A,*d,,) form an orthonormal basis on L*(Q). For 
simplicity, we shall assume throughout that the eigenvalues, i,,, are all 
simple. ’ (This accounts for taking the feedback operator in (l.ld) of rank 
one.) In this paper we consider the problem of well-posedness and 
stabilization (both strong and uniform) for the feedback dynamics 
(l.la)-( l.ld) in the natural space of optimal regularity for the solution 
{u, ~0, which is E= L2(Q) x H-‘(Q), with the (open-loop) boundary term 
.f~ L’(0, T; L’(T)) and {uO, u,} E E (see [4, 5, 63). Indeed, it is the space 
E that dictates the particular form of the feedback in (l.ld).’ In the sequel 
we shall see that this choice of the feedback introduces dissipativity on the 
dynamics. Furthermore, in our study of the feedback stabilization of 
(l.la)-(l.ld), we will find that the dimension of R plays a crucial role. For 
dim 9 2 2, problem ( l.la)-( l.ld) is strongly stable on E (Theorem 1.1) 
but not uniformly stable on E (Theorem 1.2), under the same conditions 
on the pairs {)1; g} where well-posedness is guaranteed as a strongly 
continuous semigroup on E. On the other hand, if dim Q = 1, problem 
(l.la)-(l.ld) can be uniformly stable on E (Theorem 1.3). For related 
results see [ 121. 
1.1. Preliminaries and Statement of Main Results 
We shall use the fact that, with equivalent norms, 
9(A’,2) = H;(R), [???(A’ 2)]‘= H-‘(Q), E= L’(R) x [B(A ‘j2)]‘, 
(1.2) 
where 
Ilid TIALZ) = II.4 ‘~2illl LZ,Q), and llhll [9(/l’ ‘11, = IIA 
Iff(t, 5) ~0 in (l.lc), then the homogeneous problem 
~ ‘,‘hll L’CR,. (1.3) 
(l.la)-( l.ld) written 
as a first-order equation in (u, uI} defines a strongly continuous (Co) 
unitary group on E= L’(Q) x [g(A”‘)]’ with skew-adjoint generator 
d = -sd*, 
.d = O(d) = 9(A”2) x L.‘(Q). (1.4) 
’ We recall the well-known result [3] that any smooth domain Rc R” can be 
approximated “arbitrarily close” by another bounded domain R,, where the d with zero 
Dirichlet boundary conditions does have simple eigenvalues. 
‘The feedback in (l.ld) is non-local because of its one-dimensional character and the 
presence of A -‘u, in the interior before taking the normal derivative. This is the counterpart 
of the local feedback operator in [I] which leads to uniform stabilization on E. 
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Since /I, are the simple positive eigenvalues of A, then ( &ip,,} are the 
eigenvalues of d, where ,uf = E.,z. In the sequel, D denotes the “Dirichlet 
map,” i.e.. the continuous map [ I] 
D:L*(+)~H’;‘-2p(SZ)~~(A”4~p), 0 < p d l/4, (1.5) 
Dv = h o (Ah = 0 in Q; /I= v in f }. (1.6) 
By Green’s second theorem, if h E 5?(A) (as A is self-adjoint) [ 11, 
(1.7) 
In order to present our main results we introduce the following 
sequences (see (1.7)): let 
= (8, D*Ad,) = Az(Dg, A>+ (1.8) 
(1.9) 
where here, and throughout the rest of the paper, ( , ) denotes the inner- 
product in L*(Q), or, with no further mention, its continuous extension as 
a duality pairing. In addition, we let for E > 0, 
k%=A1:4-e Dg E L2(Q); CE = A”4pEDw~ L*(Q), 0 <E < l/4, (1.10) 
and define accordingly, by (1.8) and (1.9), 
g,.,~(A”4-EDg,~n)=~,~34~E(g,D*A~,)=E.,~3,’4~Eg,~, (1.11) 
5, ,, = (&, A’4--ED~~,)=IZ,31~“(D*A~,, ,~)=1,;~‘~-%~. (1.12) 
From ( 1.11) and ( 1.12), we readily see that if M’,, # 0, 
s,.,=& and sign(&.J = sign(g,) 
G, ,r M’,, sign(C,.) = sign( IV,,). 
(1.13) 
We now state the main results of the paper. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Well-Posedness and Strong Stabilization, dim Q > 1). 
Let the L*(T)-vectors g and w in the boundar), conditions of the system 
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( l.la)-( 1. Id) satisf:~ the following two hypotheses (with reference to ( 1.8 ) 
and (1.9)): 
(Hl 1 g,z)l’,r > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . (1.14) 
(H2) O<C&‘<C<E~, n = 1, 2, . . . . c, C constants. ( 1.15 ) 
‘( ,I 
Then the system ( l.la)-( 1. Id) is \cell-posed in the sense that the map 
(i) CtY,‘,‘)bl =eLdF’CzI df e ines CI strongly continuous semigroup on the 
space E in (1.2), bvhich is uniformly bounded on Y(E). 
(ii) Moreover, e’ +’ is strongly stable on E: for any {uO, u, ) E E 
The above result is optimal for dim Q > 2. In fact. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Lack of Uniform Stabilization). Let dim Q 3 2. With the 
assumptions (Hl) and (H2) of Theorem 1.1, problem (l.la)-(l.ld), 
equivalently the semigroup e.“‘pl guaranteed by Theorem 1.1, cannot be 
uniformly stable on E. 
The case dim R = 1 is special. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Uniform Stabilization for dim R = 1). Let R be the inter- 
val (0, 1). In addition, let the vectors in the boundary conditions of the system 
(l.la)-( l.ld) satisJy #l(O) = g(0) =O. Then the system (l.la)-( l.ld) is 
uniformly stable on E. 
Remark 1.1. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is essentially contained in the 
proof of uniform stabilization for the more difficult problem on Q, 
dimR=n>2 [l] 
in (0, ‘5 ) x Q (1.16a) 
in Q (1.16b) 
in (0, ‘05) x f-. (1.16~) 
We take the vector field h(x) in [l] to be the linear function h(x) =x, 
which clearly satisfies the requirements (Hl j and (H2) of Theorem 1.2 [ 11. 
A crucial result in the proof of this Theorem 1.2 [ 11 is Lemma 3.3. 
In general, for arbitrary n, if u =0 on a portion of the boundary, the 
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proof of this lemma breaks down as ((d/&)(A P’~il), h .V(DD*LC,)),-# 
(D*w, h .V(DD*w,))r. However, in the special case where IZ = 1, then 
/Z(X) = x yields h(O) = 0. Therefore, 
2 (A -‘w), h .V(DD*wJ) = (d*w, h . V(bD*tc,)),, = {.v= , ; ) (1.17) 
r 
where b is the Dirichlet map 
ih= it’0 {Ato= in R; \is=O in r,, bi’= LI in f, 3. (1.18) 
The remainder of the proof now follows [ 11, replacing the map D in (1.6) 
with a in (1.18). 
Remark 1.2. The content of Theorem 1.3 is somewhat surprising in 
light of the following abstract results (see [7, 123 for the technical 
statements): If the finite rank perturbation operator is relatively bounded 
with respect to the operator of the free dynamics (operator d defined 
below, generator of a unitary group), then uniform stabilization is 
impossible. Thus, one would expect that if the perturbation arising from 
the feedback operator has a higher degree of unboundedness than the free 
dynamics operator, then uniform stabilization could occur. Indeed, in the 
present problem (l.l), the perturbation arising from the feedback operator 
(l.ld) is “more unbounded” (by E) than the free dynamics operator, .ru’, 
regardless of the dimension of D (see Remark 2.1), yet uniform stabilization 
is achieved only for dim B = 1. For dim Q b 2, uniform stabilization is not 
possible (under the conditions of semigroup well-posedness tated in 
Theorem 1.1). 
1.2. Literature 
This paper is a natural follow-up to [9, 121 which consider instead the 
wave equation with Neumann boundary conditions, the feedback in this 
case being the Dirichlet trace of the “velocity” vector u,. While these 
references provide a general guide for a strategy, the special choices of 
function spaces, as well as the resulting technicalities which are proper to 
problem (l.l), provide additional difficulties which are handled and 
worked out here. 
2. BOUNDARY MODELS 
We can extend the positive self-adjoint operator, A, which is an 
isomorphism from g(A) onto L’(Q), as an isomorphism from %A’) onto 
[S?(A ‘-“)I’ for all 0 < GL < 1. For reasons that will soon become apparent. 
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we fix a = l/4 -p, p > 0 as in (1.5), and, without any confusion, let A now 
denote the extension operator acting from &?(A ‘,‘4-p) onto the dual space 
[B(FI~“-~)]‘. Similarly, A3’“- P is an isomorphism acting from L’(R) onto 
[qA3’4-“)]‘. 
In the sequel, we will consider the following two models to define the 
original problem (l.la)-( l.ld), see [ 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 93: 
(i) the second-order differential equation in perturhatiwz .form 
ii= --Au+A3:4+” A’,4-“Dg 
(1 
$A -Iti), II’ ) 
> 
(2.1) 
where ii E [??(A 3,4+-p )I’, A ‘,4~p Dg E L’(Q), with the corresponding first 
ordersysteminp=[~~,,~2],~,=u,~,,=j,, 
j=(d++)y, .dp-=d+9 (2.2) 
on Y= Y, x Y,; Y, = [c!P(A”~+“)]‘, Yz= [P(A3’4+P)]‘, where 
d = 
0 I L 1 -A 0’ 6&j?(&)=g(A”4-P)~ [Q(A’,‘4+“)]‘; (2.3) 
g= [ O O 0 P; 1 P(P) = Y, x 9(P); 9v = 0 L 1 PJ’? ’ (2.4) 
where by (2.1) and (1.7) 
Py2= -A3’4+pA’4p” Dg(D*y,, w), 2(P)= [E(A”‘p”)]‘; (2.5) 
(ii) the second order dgferential model in factor .form on L’(Q) 
, 
with corresponding first order system on E = L’(O) x [g(A’,‘)]‘, 
: = ..d&.z, 
where JZ+: G$(J&) onto E, and 
dF= d[r+ ZZ], 
-Dg’$(A~‘.),w 
t 
0 ‘I 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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(2.9) 
LEMMA 2.1. The resoluent operator R(il, LZ$) of the-feedback operator ,G& 
defined bJ1 (2.9) is compact as an operator from E into itself: 
Proof: The proof is analogous to that found in [9], and details are 
omitted. 1 
Remark 2.1. The operator, 9, defined in (2.4) and (2.5), fails to be 
&-bounded on Y, 
ll~yll;~=o+ llPv~ll;z= llADgll;2 l(D*,b, w)l’ 
= IIA1~4-“Dgll~l,n, I(A-‘~4+E~~2, AL4-‘D,,!)12 (2.11) 
for E > 0 arbitrary, while from (2.3) 
IIdyll:= Ilyll:,+ llAy,ll;.,= IlA-‘4-py~ll~+n,+ IlA’4-P.v,Il&,~. (2.12) 
Thus, 3 fails to be d-bounded (as we would need E = p = 0 in (2.11) and 
in this equation E and p are both arbitrary positive constants). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 (STRONG STABILIZATION) 
STEP 1. If we assume that g,, w,~ > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . then a(@‘,,) = ( f ip,z j 
and AI - .J& acts from its domain onto E for Re 1. > 0 and also for Re 1. = 0, 
A # *i/l,,. 
Set dF= d + 9 as in (2.2). Then, we have, as usual, that 
R(E,, s’~) = [Z- R(& .&‘) 81 PI R(A, LX!), (3.1) 
which is well -defined for all A E @ for which the right hand side is a 
bounded operator from Y into g(A”“-‘I) x [~(A”4-~F)]‘. Now (see, e.g., 
C91) 
R(1, .Q’) = 
E.R(;1’, -A) R(l,‘, --A) 
-AR(I’, -.4) AR(1’. -A) 1 (3.2) 
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and by (3.2) and (2.4) 
where by (2.5) 
(3.3) 
R( ,I’. -A) P,,z= -A 3’4+pR(1Z, -A) A”4pP Dg(D*y>, II’). (3.4) 
Thus, by (3.3) and (3.4), R(& d) 9 from its domain Y, x [9(A “4Ps)]’ + 
Y is a finite range, unbounded operator on Y, and hence unclosable there. 
LEMMA 3.1. [fg,, NV,, > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . then the operator [I- R( I., ,M’) 91~ ’ 
is ‘rell-defined and boundedfrom all qf &2(A”4-p) x [2?(A’~‘4~r)]’ into itse!f 
for all 1 Gth Re 2 >, 0 and E, # { ip,,} = eigenvalues qf d. 
Proof: Let z = [z,, z2 ]E~(A’~~~~)x [9(A”4pE)]’ and fix 1 as in the 
lemma. We want to solve [I- R(E,, A$‘) 31 .V = z uniquely in I’, i.e., 
?‘I - R(2’, -A) PJ~? = 1, 
y2 - LR(i’, -A) Py2=z2. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
If we multiply (3.6) by A -’ 4+f and take the (L’(Q)-)inner product with 
A ’ 4+E DW we get 
(A~“4+‘:?,2,A’,4~BD,,‘)-((jLA-‘4+ER(~2, -A)py2,A’:4-ED,,~) 
= (A -‘.4+ez2, A “4-E D,,,). (3.7) 
We rewrite (3.4) as 
R().‘, -A) py2 = -A3:4+PR()b2, -A) A”4-P Dg(A -‘.‘4+El>2, A’.4-E D,(l) 
EQ(A’:4-P), 
(3.8) 
and to simplify notation we define 
F(A)-F,,,(i.)= -J(A”+P+ER(IZZ, -A)A’.4~pDg,A’4~ED\~~). (3.9) 
Thus (3.7) becomes, by (3.8) and (3.9) 
(-4 -1.4+EI,Zr A “4-E Dw) > { 1 -F,,,(A)) = (A m’.‘4+Ez1, A”4pt: Dw). 
(3.10) 
Since 
(3.11) 
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then 
/f1,2+p+s R(a’, -A)A’,‘-PDg= i ‘;- 
.‘~+p+F A14-“Dg 4 >@ 
’ s n 
n = I 
(12+i 
. t1 
(3.12) 
Using (3.12) in (3.9) we get 
F(A)= -a f *PI 
*I 2+p+c(~l/4Lp Dg, 4,,)(4,, A”4Pf: Dw) 
,1= I a2 + a,, 
= pa f L’DR,$n;;A~ Dn’> = (3.13) 
n=l >I 
-$, 1 ($;I n *n )’ 
where in the last step we have recalled (1.8~( 1.9). Thus, if we let k = a + ib, 
then (3.13) becomes 
F(a)= - i 
a( 2 + a, + 6’) g, W’,, 
,,=,a,([a2+a,-b2]2+4a2b2) 
+ib f 
(a” - 1, + b2) g, w,, 
,,=, &,([a2+&b2]‘+4a’b2)’ 
(3.14) 
As/I,>O,ifg,~~,~O,thenRe(F(~))~Ofora=ReJ.>,O.Thus (1-F(l)(>, 
1 > 0 for all 1 with Re 12 0, and the term ( ) in (3.10) is invertible. 
Substituting (A ‘!4+Ey2, A ‘j4-’ Dw) from (3.10) into (3.8) and then using 
the result in (3.6) yields y2 in terms of z2 E [9(A’:4PE)]‘: 
J’2 = z2 -1(1 -F,.,(QP’ (A-“4+E~z, A’.‘4PEDw) 
x A3i4+pR(J2, -A) A”4-P Dg, (3.15) 
and so y2 E [9(A “4--E)]‘. Using (3.15) in (3.5) we then obtain ~1, in terms 
of z, and z2 and we see that )‘, E g( A’:4 Pp), the desired result. The 
boundedness of [I- R(l, a) S] -’ follows. 1 
Consider R(1,&‘) Y E Q’(d) = 5?(A’,4PP) x [9(A”4+P)]‘. We will 
restrict Y to a smoother space, Y, such that R(I, &‘) Y, c 5?( A ‘14Pc’) x 
[WA ‘/4PE)]‘, for example, Ys = [g( A ‘/4+p)]‘x [&#( A 3 4fp)]‘. In particular, 
R(A, L&‘) E= g’( A ‘.‘2) x L’(Q). We have thus proved the following 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf g,,wn 2 0, the operator R(& dF) = [I- R(& d) 91-l 
R(J., &) is well-defined and bounded as an operator from all of 
[WA ‘,‘4+-)]‘~ [9(A 3”4*p)]’ jnto 9(A’i4-P)~ [9(A”4PE)]’ for all 1 ,r,ith 
Re A>, 0, ,I # ( f ip,,} = eigenvalues of d. 
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Since d, has compact resolvent on E (Lemma 2.1) we obtain the 
following 
COROLLARY 3.3. [f g,,w,, >, 0, the eigenvalues of S& are all contained in 
the set C u { +ip,,}. 
STEP 2. Zf \ce assume (Hl ) and (H2), then the generator G$ is trans- 
.formed blv a similarity map into a generator QF ,ihich is dissipative in the 
E-topology. Moreooer a(&‘&-) = o(QF) c @ -, 
With p fixed, we set 
g~g,=A”‘-PDgEL2(c?), IT E I?,, =A”4+‘Dw~L’(S2), (3.16) 
and, consistently with (1.10) we set 
t?,, = ~p.rr = (JTp, d,!> and c,, = CL ,,,, = (d,,, kc,,). (3.17) 
Next, following the approach of [9], we first introduce the multiplication 
operator, K, given by (see (3.17) and (1.13)) 
K.Y= f (3.18) 
,I = I 
which is bounded on L’(Q), with bounded inverse 
(3.19) 
Thus, the diagonal operators defined by 
X= K 0 [ 1 0 K and (3.20) 
are bounded on L2(sZ) x L’(Q). As before, we can extend K-’ and X ~’ 
continuously on Y, and Y, respectively, and we again keep the same 
notation for these extensions. We first note that ,d! is invariant under the 
transformation X - ‘dX, i.e., 
I 
0 =& 1 (3.21 
as K-‘AK= A on 9(A). By (2.5) and (3.16) we have 
py2= -A3’4+PA’.:4--PDg(D*.112, n,) 
= -A34+c’g(A -“4+P~~2, ,I’)E y2, ~‘1 E [%A ‘“-“,I’. (3.22 
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We introduce a vector /?E Y, by setting 
(3.23) 
(where in the last step we have used (3.19) and (3.17)) and (;1y’p4n} is 
an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors on Y,. Combining (3.22), (3.18) and 
(3.17) and applying (3.23) to the resulting equation yields 
= -A3)‘4+“~(~~~, A-‘/?)= -Kfi(y,, A-ID). 
Thus, (3.24) and (3.23) yield 
(3.24) 
K-‘PKy,= - (y2, A-lb) /IE Y,; d’-‘S’X = [; Kp;pK]. (3.25) 
So, from (3.20), (2.4), and (3.25) 
(X-‘bsfy, y)E= (K-‘PKyz, y,)cgfA~:,l, 
= -(yzr A~‘B>(A~‘B, yl>= - I(yr, A-‘B>I’, (3.26) 
and hence K-‘PK: [9(A”4pp)]’ + Y, is dissipative in the topology of E. 
Thus, if we set 
(using (2.2) and (3.21)), then QF: g(A”4pp) x [9(A”4~p)]‘-+[9(A”4~p)]’ 
x Y, c Y is dissipative in the topology of E as, by (3.27) and (3.26) 
Re(Q,y, JV)~= Re(dy, J)~+ (XP’PXy, )?)E 
=O+(K-‘PKy,, y&,/+,,.= -I(y2, A-‘8>12. (3.28) 
Thus, we have proved the following 
LEMMA 3.4. Under assumptions (Hl ) and (H2), the original feedback 
operator zzl,, in (2.2) is transformed by the similarity transformation defined 
by X in (3.20) into the operator QF in (3.27) tivhich is dissipative in the 
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topology of E. The first term JS! of C&F is left invariant (see (3.21)), nvhile the 
perturbation 9 is transformed into an E-dissipative term (see (3.26)). 
Remark 3.5. Let (A,,) and {I$,, 3 be, as before, the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of A. Consider, via (3.25) and (3.23), 
(K~‘PK~,,~,)=-(~,,A~1B)(B,~,)=-(~,,A-’B)~:..4+”~~~ 
= -(v;g,M’J ,y+zP= -i~2+2pg,t7,. (3.29) 
Thus K ~ ‘PK fails to be dissipative if g, n‘k < 0 for just one k. A similar 
result holds for X ~ ‘9X. 
From the definition of QF in (3.27) we have that the spectrum, i.e., the 
point spectrum, and the resolvent set for ~3$ and QF coincide. Thus 
dQ,)cCp u { kip .)- by Corollary 3.3. The following lemma shows that 
.( kip,} cannot be in a(Q,) under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.6. Under assumptions (H1)=(1.14) and (H2)=(1.15), ripe 
have that a( QF) c C - and thus a(s9,) c @ - properly. 
Proqf (by contradiction). Suppose QFz = ip,,:, i.e., 
Then, 
;2 = 1/i,;,; -AZ, +ip,KplPKz, = - &, . (3.30) 
If I, E [S’(AL’4~p)]‘, and we take the inner product in [&?(A”‘)]’ of (3.30) 
with z, we get, after using (3.26), 
-(z,,z,)-ip, I(=,, A-‘b)I’= -pf(A”‘:,, A”:,). (3.31) 
The right hand side is real and nonpositive, as is the first term on the left 
hand side. Therefore, 
(i) either ~,~=0, a contradiction as A is positive on L2(8), or 
(ii) (K-‘PKz,, z,)~~,~,~,,,= -I(:,, A-‘fl)I’=O, which implies that 
K- ‘PKz, = 0 by (3.25). Thus, by (3.30) 2, is an eigenvector of A, i.e., 
z, = #k for some k. Therefore, by (3.29) 
0= (K-lPKb,, d/,)= -~:.~+ZPgkM’k=~/i’g/i)t’k, (3.32) 
where we have used ( 1.11) and ( 1.12) in the last step (replacing E by p ). 
Equation (3.32) contradicts assumption (Hl ) (i.e., g,rr’, > 0 for all k). 
Thus, (k) #4QF). I 
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Remark 3.7. Part (ii) of the preceding proof shows that g,)vi#O, i.e., 
(K-‘PKq5,, di) #O for all i, where I$; is an eigenvector of A. Thus, 
(Kp’PKzji, z.,~) #O, [zi,, zi2] = eigenvector of & Vj. (3.33) 
We will now see that the converse also holds. Let, for some k, g, ~9~ = 0, 
i.e., (K-‘PK4,, dk) =O, Adk=pidk. Then, as we have already seen in (ii), 
K-1PKq51,=0, and by (3.30), -Aq4,+ipkKp’PKdk= -~:q5~. Therefore, 
the eigenvector \I= [dx, ipkd,] of .I#’ is also an eigenvector of QF with the 
same eigenvalue ipk. Thus ziz = ipkdk for some J and K- ‘PKq5, = 0. Thus 
[z;, , zjz] # eigenvector of QF-. and the converse holds. In addition, 
eQF’r = e@‘r does not decay to zero as t -+ ‘x’. If g, \i’x. < 0 for one k, then 
K-‘PK, and hence QF is not dissipative. Thus, we have arrived at an 
operator Q, with the properties 
(i) QF. is dissipative in the E-topology, and 
(ii) AZ- QF is onto E for Re A>0 (as AI-.dl, is). 
Thus, by the Lumer-Phillips theorem, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.8. QF is the infinitesimal generator of a C,-semigroup which 
is a contraction on E, Thus .Q$ is the generator of a C,-semigroup 
G,(t) = eLdFf, which is uniformly bounded on E for t 2 0, le.dF’I y,E, d 
constant, t 2 0. 
STEP 3. The semigroup generated by szf,- is strongly> stable on E. 
We can apply the Nagy-Foias-Foguel decomposition theory for eQFr 
as QF generates a C,-semigroup on Y which is a contraction in the 
E-topology for t>O. Thus E can be uniquely decomposed as the 
orthogonal sum of three subspaces (see [lo] for an excellent review), 
E= E,,,Q W,@ WL, 
W,,@ WL = E,, W,, @ E,.,, = W, 
where on E,,,,, e QF’ is completely non-unitary, and weakly stable, and on 
E,, eQF* is a unitary group. If eQFr is unitary on E,, then by Stone’s 
theorem, QF= iQ on E,, where Q is self-adjoint. Thus the eigenvalues of 
QF are on the imaginary axis, a contradiction of Lemma 3.6. Therefore 
E, = {0}, which implies that eQFr is completely non-unitary and weakly 
stable on E. Since QF ( o JX?‘~) has compact resolvent on E (Lemma 2.1), 
then e@‘z + 0 for 2 E E as t + ‘-x‘, i.e., it is stable in the strong topology of 
E. Equivalently, e.dF’; ---f 0 for I” E E as t 4 a, i.e., e.dF’ is strongly stable 
on E. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 (LACK OF UNIFORM STABILIZATION 
FOR dim Q B 2) 
We now use the factor model for the feedback system (l.la)-( l.ld) given 
by (2.6)-(2.10). We first give a proof in the contraction (dissipative) case 
where IV = c’g, c E R’, since here the proof is far simpler and can be given 
without making use of the similarity transformation X in (3.20). 
4.1. Special Case Where w = c’g, c E R’ 
In the special case when II’= c2g, then &,, itself is dissipative: if 
J’ E 9’( dF), 
= - (.I*?, Dw)(Dg, y2) = -c’l(p, Dg)l’. 
So A$ is dissipative on E and e.dF’ IS a C,-contraction semigroup on E. 
Thus it follows that 
(4.1) 
by (1.7). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let dim 52 >, 2. Then ekdFFI is not uniformly stable on E. 
Proof (by contradiction). We make use of the following result obtained 
in [8, Theorem 2.11: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let dim Q > 2. Assume v = [v,, . . . . 11~1 E (L’(f))-’ and that 
0 < T< 00 be likewise arbitrary but fi.ved. Then, the problem (l.la)-( l.ld) 
with f(t, i) = xf=, vi(x) p,(t) cannot be exactly controllable on the 
space L’(Q) x H -l(Q) bvithin the class of (L’(0, T))J-controls p(t) = 
[Pl(t)T ...T P”/(t)]. 
Suppose now that ebdF’ is uniformly stable on E (o the feedback 
problem (l.la)-( l.ld) is uniformly stable on E. ta0). On the other hand. 
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if V( t, i) = 0, then the feedback problem (l.la)-( l.ld) is uniformly bounded 
VIE R. Under these two conditions the well-known result of Russell 
applies [ll]: replacef(r,[) by p(f).\‘, J= 1, in (l.ld) and then problem 
(l.la)-(l.ld) is exactly controllable on E. More precisely, if T>O is 
sufficiently large, V{u,, u, ) E E there exists a function p(t) E L’(0, T) (since 
(by [ll]) the feedback term ((c?/c?v)(A -‘z4,), ~c)EL.‘(O, T) by integrating 
(4.1) in time) such that the corresponding solution of (l.la)-(l.ld) 
with f( t, i) = p(t) .V satisfies u( T, . ) = u,( T, ) = 0. But this contradicts 
Theorem 4.2, and thus e.lyrF’ cannot be uniformly stable on E. 1 
4.2. General Case under Assumptions (H 1 ) and (H2) 
Here, we shall need the operator QF obtained from .s&‘,, by the similarity 
transformation X in (3.27) and (3.25). We then consider the lirst-order 
equation 
&QF; (4.2) 
obtained from the second-order equation (with i = [z, Z]) 
Z= -A:- (1, A-‘/3) p, (4.3) 
where QF is as in (3.27) noting (2.3), (3.21), and (3.25). Moreover, /I, given 
by (3.23), has the equivalent representation 
/?=K-‘A Dg=KADw. (4.4) 
The left hand side of the equality is obtained by substituting (3.16) into 
(3.23). Instead, the right hand side of the equality is obtained by using 
(3.18) with .X = A Dg and (l.S), as well as (3.19) with x = A Dw and (1.9). 
STEP 1. The open-loop sj’stem corresponding to (4.3) is not exactI> 
controllable. 
We consider the exact controllability of the (abstract) open-loop system 
Z= -AL-BP(t) (4.5) 
on the space L”(sZ)x H-‘(Q) within the class of scalar controls 
p E L2(0, T), which corresponds to the closed-loop system (4.3). We now 
make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Exact controllability of the open-loop system (4.5) holds true 
IY, and only IY, there exists C,. > 0 such that 
(4.6) 
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where tj( t ) = $( t; Go, $, ) solves the corresponding homogeneous backward 
problem 
$,,=A$ in (0, T) x Q (4.7a) 
II/(T,.)=$o; $,CT,.)=$, in 52 (4.7b) 
I)=0 in (0, T)xf, (4.7c) 
with Il/o=A-‘u,, $,=u,. 
Proqf: This is analogous to that of [8, Lemma 2.21, for example, and 
may be omitted. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let dim I? 3 2, and let /I E L’(Q) and 0 < T < ,x be ,fixed. 
Then condition (4.6) cannot hold true. 
Proof. In order to violate (4.6) we shall construct initial data 
.(rjO,,, $,,I) EB(A”‘) x L’(R), with 
IIiIC/Om 4hrr311~(a’q&2’= 1 (4.8) 
such that the corresponding homogeneous solutions $,,(t) = $( t; $0,,, r/j ,,,) 
of (4.7a)-(4.7c) satisfy 
(i) As before, let { #k}pz, be the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors 
of A: Adk = ).,q5,, /lk > 0. Choose 
Go,, = A - “‘d,, ; $1,,--01 (4.9) 
such that (4.8) is satisfied. The corresponding solution $,,(t) = 
ICl(t: lCIOrrr ti,,,) is given by 
$,,(t,=C(t)$,,,=C(t)A~‘~‘~,=cosJ’~A “q5,,. (4.10 
(ii) By (4.4) 
(p, $,,) = (KA Dg, Ic/,,) = (A”‘~‘Dq5, A3’4+EK$,,) = (a, A3:4+EK$,,), 
(4.11 
where a= A’ J-e DgE L’(R). Now, by using (4.10) and (3.18) we have 
Ajd+E K&=A’+j,cosv!&. (4.12) 
Now, \/& A’ ’ +‘( Z, dk) + 0 as k + z (see, for example, [8. proof 
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of Lemma 2.3]), and so, by using (4.12) in (4.11) we get that 
J~)(/3,$,,)I*dt+O as n+xTI. Thus, (4.6) is violated, and the lemma is 
proved. 1 
STEP 2. e.dF’ is not uniformly stable on E = L2(Q) x H--‘(Q). 
Proof (by contradiction). Suppose eQf’ ( o eLdFFI) is uniformly stable on 
E, i.e., (4.3) is uniformly stable on E. Now, 
If we integrate (4.13) with respect to time we find that (zI, A -‘/I) E L*(Q), 
that is, (A -‘f, B)E L*(Q). W e can thus apply Russell’s result [ 111, as 
before, and deduce that problem (l.la)-( l.ld) is exactly controllable on E 
with L*(O, T)-controls p. But this contradicts Theorem 4.2. Thus eLdF’ 
cannot be uniformly stable on E. m 
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